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Abstract

Transposable elements were first discovered in plants because they can have tremendous effects on genome struc-
ture and gene function. Although only a few or no elements may be active within a genome at any time in any
individual, the genomic alterations they cause can have major outcomes for a species. All major element types
appear to be present in all plant species, but their quantitative and qualitative contributions are enormously variable
even between closely related lineages. In some large-genome plants, mobile DNAs make up the majority of the
nuclear genome. They can rearrange genomes and alter individual gene structure and regulation through any of the
activities they promote: transposition, insertion, excision, chromosome breakage, and ectopic recombination. Many
genes may have been assembled or amplified through the action of transposable elements, and it is likely that most
plant genes contain legacies of multiple transposable element insertions into promoters. Because chromosomal re-
arrangements can lead to speciating infertility in heterozygous progeny, transposable elements may be responsible
for the rate at which such incompatibility is generated in separated populations. For these reasons, understanding
plant gene and genome evolution is only possible if we comprehend the contributions of transposable elements.

Introduction

Before they were observed to transpose [82], trans-
posable elements were perceived as exceptionally mu-
tagenic agents that acted on individual genes [34]
or overall genome structure [81]. After their original
discovery and characterization in maize, transposable
elements of one type or another have been found in
all organisms, including all plant species that have
been investigated. In many plants with large and com-
plex genomes, transposable elements make up over
50% of the nuclear DNA [104], yet they still lack
any proven positive role in the fitness of an indi-
vidual member of a species. In every plant species,
transposable elements are the major identified type of
non-genic DNA, so they do provide raw material that
can be used to assemble or otherwise modify genetic
function [65, 121, 122]. Moreover, most of the ac-
tivities of a transposable element give rise to changes
in gene and/or genome structure, often with accom-
panying alterations in gene activity. It was for this

reason that McClintock originally named these enti-
ties ‘controlling elements’ [83] and that was why she
proposed that one of their major roles in evolution
was to serve as a source of hypermutagenicity that
could create surviving individuals from a population
that was stressed to the point of annihilation [86]. For
all of these reasons, it would be impossible to have any
meaningful conception of plant genome structure and
evolution without understanding the contributions of
transposable elements.

Transposable element types

All transposable elements share two basic properties.
The first is the ability to move from place to place in
the genome – hence their designation as mobile DNAs
or transposable elements. The second is their ability to
amplify their copy number within the genome via this
transposition, thereby providing a selectable function
that can make them selfish or parasitic DNAs [28, 89].
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How these two activities are accomplished and regu-
lated is quite different, however, particularly between
the two major classes of transposable elements, the
DNA transposable elements and the retroelements.

DNA transposable elements were the first iden-
tified in plants, primarily because they gave rise to
altered gene or genome phenotypes at very high fre-
quencies in both germinal and somatic tissues. These
elements include theAc/Ds, Spm/dspm(En/I) and
Mutator systems of maize and theTam elements of
snapdragon [39, 65]. Most of these elements range
in size from a few hundred bases to about 10 kb.
An abundant class of small transposable elements in
plants, the miniature inverted-repeat transposable ele-
ments (MITEs), also have a structure indicating that
they are likely to be DNA transposable elements [18,
121]. DNA transposable elements are found in all or-
ganisms, and are the major class of transposable DNAs
in all prokaryotes characterized. These elements all
have terminal inverted repeats (TIRs), ranging in size
from 11 bp (Ac/Ds) to a few hundred bases (Mutator),
although imperfect repeats within the first few hundred
bases of the termini may play an important role in the
activity of all of these elements (Figure 1).

A family of DNA transposable elements is defined
by the fact that they share the same TIR sequences.
Hence, allAc and allDs transposable elements have
approximately the same 11 bp TIR, while the 13 bp
inverted repeat termini shared by allSpm/dspmele-
ments are completely different from theAc/Ds TIR.
Within a family, one or more members will encode an
enzyme, called a transposase, that recognizes the fam-
ily’s TIRs. For instance,Spmencodes a transposase
that will interact with the termini shared bySpmand
dspmelements, and lead to transposition of those el-
ements. TheSpmtransposase does not recognize or
bind the TIRs ofAc/Dselements or any other trans-
posable element family in maize. Hence,Spmis called
the autonomous member of theSpm/dspmfamily be-
cause it encodes the potential for its own transposition
as well as the ability to transactivate transposition of
other (i.e. dspm) elements in the family.Ac is the
autonomous member of theAc/Ds family. In most
cases, the non-autonomous members of a transposable
element family (likeDs in the Ac/Ds family) con-
tain deletions or are otherwise defective derivatives of
the autonomous element that have lost the ability to
encode a functioning transposase [39, 65].

The MITEs are unusual in having no identified au-
tonomous elements [121]. The existence of undiscov-
ered autonomous elements that encode MITE-specific

transposases is likely, although it is also possible
that these tiny elements utilize atrans-acting trans-
position function that is not itself encoded on a mo-
bile DNA. Such an activity might be specified by a
standard ‘host’ gene involved in some other cellular
process (e.g. DNA replication, recombination or re-
pair), although there are no obvious candidates at this
time.

In a successful transposition event, the transposase
encoded by a DNA transposable element recognizes
the TIRs of its family, causing the excision of the
DNA between the TIRs and its reinsertion elsewhere
in the genome. The gap left by the excision of the
element is then repaired, in some cases by a simple lig-
ation across the gap (leading to a net excision) and in
some cases by recombinational gene conversion across
the gap using either the other homologue or the sis-
ter chromatid as template (and thus leading to no net
excision).

Retroelements, or RNA transposable elements, are
particularly abundant in eukaryotes. In most or all
plant species, they comprise the greatest mass of trans-
posable elements. Retroelements make up over 70%
of the nuclear DNA in maize [104] and are equally
or even more numerous in other plant species with
large complex genomes. All retroelements transpose
through reverse-transcription of an RNA intermediate.
That is, the DNA version of a retroelement encodes
an RNA that is reverse-transcribed into DNA that then
integrates. Hence, these elements do not excise when
they transpose. Instead, they make a copy that inserts
elsewhere. There are five types of retroelements, and
plants contain representatives of at least four types
[8, 45]. The presumably most ancient [126] class of
retroelements is the long interspersed nuclear elements
(LINEs). These elements have the structures of an in-
tegrated DNA version of an mRNA (Figure 1). A fully
intact LINE will encode both gag proteins (involved
in intracellular packaging of the RNA transcript) and
a polymerase (pol) function that includes the enzyme
reverse transcriptase. Thepol functions have the abil-
ity to reverse-transcribe a LINE RNA into DNA, while
an endonuclease (EN) also encoded by the element is
probably associated with integration into the genome
[23]. LINE insertions are flanked by short direct du-
plications of target DNA, like those seen for all other
mobile DNAs, usually created by the action of a
transposase or integrase.

The most numerous class of large retroelements
in plants are the retrotransposons that contain di-
rect long terminal repeats (LTRs) (Figure 1) [8, 45].
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Figure 1. Mobile DNA structures. TheAcfigure shows transposase encoded by a transcript that is provided by the open boxes, while the shaded
regions are either not transcribed or are introns. The letters below theAcfigure are the near-identical 11 bp inverted repeats. The open boxes all
show various retroelements, with the proteins that they specify designated within the boxes (see text). PBS is the primer binding site and PPT
is the polypurine tract, key sequence regions needed for replication/transposition of the LTR-containing elements. Horizontal arrows in theAc
transcript and LTRs show the predicted directions of transcription. All of the figures are drawn to approximate scale with the 4.8 kbAcelement,
although different retroelement families can be very different in size.

LTR-retrotransposons vary in size from several hun-
dred bases to over 10 kb, with LTRs that are usually
a few hundred bases to several thousand bases in
length. These elements presumably evolved from a
LINE that acquired LTRs [126], perhaps as an out-
come of a tandem insertion preference like that seen
for the Drosophila Het-A and TART elements [26,
92]. Regardless of their mechanism of origin, LTR-
retrotransposons are found in all eukaryotes either
because they originated early in the eukaryotic lineage
or because of their potential horizontal transfer. LTR-
retrotransposons encode an integrase (IN) function
that allows them to incorporate the circular product of
reverse transcription into the chromosome. The two
major subclasses of LTR-retrotransposons (named af-
ter their first representatives observed inDrosophila)
are calledgypsyandcopiaelements, and they differ in
the position of integrase within the encoded polypro-

tein (Figure 1). In animals, agypsyretrotransposon
apparently acquired an envelope (env) gene that al-
lowed it to be packaged in a membranous envelope,
leading to intercellular (and interorganismal) infectiv-
ity [126]. These infectious retroelements are called
retroviruses, and are believed to be found only in
animals (Figure 1).

The last class of retroelements is represented by
the small interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs). In
some animals, for instance with theAlu sequences
of man [107], SINEs are highly abundant. In plants,
SINEs are relatively rare in most genomes that have
been investigated [8, 45]. SINEs are usually only 100
to 300 bp in size, and appear to be derived from re-
verse transcription of RNA polymerase III products.
They encode no known peptides, and must usetrans-
acting polymerase and integrase functions in order to
transpose. The SINEs are usually derivatives of tRNA
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or snRNA genes that have mutated to a structure that
can be reverse-transcribed and integrated. Because
these RNA polymerase III-transcribed genes carry a
promoter specified within the RNA itself, a newly in-
serted element can usually be transcribed in any active
part of the genome, thus creating a high potential for
amplification [71].

Genes transcribed by RNA polymerase II also can
sometimes be reverse-transcribed and integrated into
the genome by the action oftrans-acting polymerase
and integrase functions. These integrated RNA copies
are seen as intronless pseudogenes. They lack in-
trons because they are usually derived from mature
mRNA, they often have an integrated poly(A) tail at
their 3′ end (as do most LINEs), and they usually lack
a promoter (unless they happen to insert near one).
Relative to man, for instance, plants have relatively
few intronless pseudogenes [31, 70]. Eickbush has ar-
gued that intronless pseudogenes (and, one might add,
SINEs as well) are likely to utilizetrans-acting func-
tions encoded or induced by LINE elements [33]. The
correlated deficiency of LINEs, SINEs and intronless
pseudogenes in plants compared to mammals agrees
with this model.

Unlike DNA transposable elements, the defini-
tion of a family of retroelements is not functionally
unambiguous. Retroelement polymerase and/or inte-
grase functions may show some degree of preference
for action on elements related to those that encoded
them, but that preference is not likely to be absolute.
Otherwise, it is not clear how any of the steps in
the transposition/creation of a SINE or an intronless
pseudogenes could occur. Moreover, the first mobile
retroelement isolated in plants,Bs1 of maize, was
identified as having transposed into theadh1gene in a
genetic background that contained noBs1-related ele-
ment that encoded a reverse transcriptase [57, 59]. In
the absence of a functional definition of a retroelement
family, families have been defined by their degree
of sequence or structural similarity. In some cases,
for instance in distinguishing between LINE elements
and LTR-retrotransposons or betweengypsyandcopia
LTR-retrotransposons, the distinction is solidly based
on the presence/absence or location of major motifs. In
other cases, it is based on the degree of sequence diver-
gence. For example, the Bennetzen lab arbitrarily has
chosen 50% sequence identity between the LTRs of
a retrotransposon as definitional of a family in maize.
As more elements are sequenced, and with the poten-
tial for chimeric elements as an outcome of ectopic
recombination, the differences between members of

different families can begin to shade into a gray zone.
Moreover, different laboratories will not necessarily
set the same definitional standards. However, at least
for the moment, this sequence-relatedness criterion
provides a usable tool until informative distinctions
can be made on the basis of function.

Transposable element origins

The ubiquity of transposable elements in all living
organisms suggests an early origin of these mobile
DNAs. However, their mobility makes transposable
elements particularly likely candidates for horizon-
tal transmission. In bacteria, for instance, they are
often found on plasmids and are activated by the
process of mating and concurrent DNA replication
[62]. The retroviruses can travel both within members
of a species and among species very efficiently. Hence,
it is not known when these elements arose, nor are
the specific mechanisms of this origin clear. It seems
likely, however, that DNA transposable elements and
retroelements are derivatives of independent evolu-
tionary creations. The concept of selfish or parasitic
DNA [28, 89] suggests that the ability to amplify
within a genome would be selected for any sequence
and, as long as this did not significantly decrease the
fitness of the host, would give rise to such elements,
perhaps through multiple independent origins. Analy-
sis of different SINEs indicates just such a series of
independent origins, from different RNA polymerase
III products [71].

At a different level, one can also ask about the ori-
gins of a particular transposable element family. The
Ac/Ds family of maize, for instance, has closely re-
lated elements (with very similar TIRs and encoded
transposase) in many other plant species, as does the
Spm/dspm(En/I) family [17, 39, 50, 65]. Hence, these
elements may have been present in the primordial an-
giosperm. Moreover, given that these elements tend
to evolve more rapidly than the genic DNA within a
genome (see below), it is entirely possible that they
share ancestry and vertical evolutionary descent with
similar transposable elements in animals.

It is clear, though, that some elements are more
abundant in some genomes than in others, and that
some families of elements are found primarily in one
species or another. Many MITEs, for instance, are pri-
marily found in monocotyledonous plants [18, 121].
Certain subfamilies of MITEs appear to be distinctive
to particular lineages. Similarly, one subclass ofgypsy
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retrotransposons has been found only in plants [125].
In these cases, it seems likely that new transposable el-
ement families are derived from previous transposable
element families at a relatively high frequency. For de-
fective elements that do not need to encode their own
transposition processes, this may occur very rapidly
via extensive rearrangement of internal sequences or
by acquisition of sequences from other parts of the
genome [13, 58, 110]. MITEs might be createdde
novo, much like SINEs, through a small number of
minor mutations that convert a small AT-rich region of
the genome into a sequence composition that is recog-
nized by MITE-specifictrans-acting factors. However,
creation of a new transposase with a new recognition
specificity, and appropriate ends, is likely to be a much
rarer event.

Within the maize genome, a very large number of
LTR-retrotransposons have been found that appear to
have a very recent origin [105, 106]. These several
different element families, which combine to make up
over 70% of the maize nuclear genome [104], mostly
appear to have arisen within the last 2 to 6 million
years [105]. It is possible that low copy numbers of
these elements existed in the maize genome long be-
fore this time, and that their amplification was a recent
event. Alternatively, they may have arisen via horizon-
tal transfer within this short time frame. One possible
horizontal source for these elements would be a wide
cross that might transfer only mobile DNAs, because
one of the participating sets of chromosomes would be
progressively lost [1]. Another possibility is a horizon-
tal transfer of element DNA or RNA, either as a naked
nucleic acid or within a packaged virus. These types of
transfers might occur quite commonly into damaged
tissues (e.g. insect feeding sites), given the propensity
of eukaryotic cells to take up and incorporate exoge-
nous DNAs into their genomes. However, only rarely
would such a transfer be likely to occur in tissues that
would give rise to gametes and thus be transmitted to
the next generation. This model suggests that a greater
number of transposable elements and a resultant ten-
dency towards larger genomes might be observed in
plant species that often reproduce vegetatively.

Interestingly, the LTR-retrotransposons of maize
have several properties in common with retroviruses,
including the ability to acquire (and perhaps trans-
duce?) sequences from other genes [19, 58, 90] and
extra sequence information in the part of the element
whereenvis usually encoded [55, 58, 66, 125]. Could
it be that some of the LTR-retrotransposons that are
so abundant in plants are defective retroviruses [8]?

It is possible that they could be derived from ani-
mal retroviruses, perhaps imparted by insects that fed
on gametophytic tissues. Although anenv-packaged
retrovirus would not be likely to be infective in plants,
given the presence of a cell wall, an insect retro-
virus might be able to replicate intracellularly, thus
becoming an LTR-retrotransposon. Moreover, selec-
tion againstenv function would be expected in such
an element because packaging and extracellular ex-
port would be counterproductive, perhaps accounting
for the current highly defective appearance of the
putative env-derived regions of many current plant
LTR-retrotransposons [55, 66, 125].

Transposable element specificities

Plant transposable elements were first isolated from al-
leles of genes that they had inserted into or near. These
alleles often exhibited unusual behaviors, such as high
somatic and germinal instability. This instability was
commonly perceived as phenotypic reversion, and
usually required the action of an unlinked autonomous
transposable element. Hence, their interesting behav-
iors made the cloning of transposable elements an
early goal of plant molecular genetics. The approach
was to use traditional cDNA isolation of a regular cod-
ing gene as the route to isolating alleles of the gene that
also carried an element [14, 37]. These elements were
first cloned because they had inserted into genes, but
it was not clear whether such genic associations were
a common location for transposable elements.

However, studies of sequences flanking DNA
transposable elements have routinely indicated pref-
erences for insertion and/or maintenance in active
regions of the genome that contain genes. The first
studies indicated thatMu1 (a defective member of
the Mutator family) and Spmboth preferentially in-
sert into the minority of the maize genome that is
unmethylated in adult tissues [10, 22]. Subsequent
studies indicated that the DNA aroundAc/Ds, Mu1
and other DNA transposable elements was primar-
ily of a low-copy-number type [21, 25]. In a recent
study, Tikhonovet al. [111] found 33 MITEs in a
225 kb region of the maize genome flankingadh1.
None of the MITEs in this region were found within
the 166 kb (74%) of DNA that was occupied by LTR-
retrotransposons. Hence, MITEs show a strong inser-
tion preference for genic DNA, and especially for the
regions 5′ and 3′ to a gene where matrix attachment re-
gions (MARs) are found [3, 111] (see below). Hence,
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with no exceptions to date, all DNA transposable el-
ements exhibit preferential insertion and/or retention
within unmethylated, genetically active, presumably
euchromatic regions of plant genomes.

Some LTR-retrotransposons have been associated
with insertional mutations [8, 45, 59, 99], and with
preferential insertion into low-copy-number DNA
[53]. In this regard, these elements behave like the
DNA transposable elements in plants. The copy num-
bers of these families of gene-preferring elements are
usually much less than a few hundred per genome.
However, the most abundant LTR-retrotransposons
of maize are primarily associated with methylated,
presumably heterochromatic DNA [12]. In theadh1
region of maize, these LTR-retrotransposons are com-
monly found as nested clusters of elements inserted
within each other [105, 106]. These ‘intergene LTR-
retrotransposons’ (IRPs) exhibit an approximate five-
fold preference for insertion into the LTRs of retro-
transposons, relative to their insertion in other parts
of the retroelements. IRPs come in all varieties, in-
cludinggypsyandcopiatypes but, despite comprising
over 70% of the maize genome [104], IRPs have not
been associated within any mutated gene in maize.
Hence, we believe that IRPs have evolved a speci-
ficity for avoidance of genes [106]. We do not cur-
rently have any criterion that allows us to recognize
an IRP from raw DNA sequence, but we have ob-
served a general correlation that all high-copy-number
LTR-retrotransposons in maize are IRPs [106].

It appears that IRPs have evolved a lifestyle
different from that of large DNA transposable ele-
ments (which usually have a copy number of a few
to a few dozen) and some low-copy-number LTR-
retrotransposons [106]. Any low-copy-number ele-
ment can gain an advantage from inserting into a
transcriptionally active part of the genome, thereby
providing an opportunity for further transcription and
transposition. MITEs, despite copy numbers in the
thousands, may also be able to gain this advantage due
to their small size (and, hence, relatively low poten-
tial to make severe mutations) and a bias for insertion
near matrix attachment regions rather than the coding
parts of genes [3]. The large IRPs, though, with copy
numbers in the thousands, would cause thousands of
mutations if they exhibited a gene-specific insertion
preference. Such a mutational load would probably be
fatal to the ‘host’ genome. If an element can amplify
to copy numbers as high as some of these IRPs, and is
interspersed throughout the genome, then passage into
the next generation is essentially guaranteed by ran-

dom segregation and transmission. Such an element
would exhibit selection for insertion into inactive re-
gions of the genome, where it would create the least
genetic load.

Targeting mechanisms for insertion into active or
inactive portions of plant genomes have not been
identified. However, insertion into genic/euchromatic
DNA might be simply preferred because of its more
open nature. InSaccharomyces cerevisiae, the Ty5
LTR-retrotransposon preferentially inserts into (the
relatively few) inactive portions of the yeast genome.
This targeting is determined by a specific interaction
between chromatin proteins that keeps these regions
silent and the Ty5 integrase [129]. Similarly, IRPs
may associate with a heterochromatin-specific pro-
tein or proteins in the plant nucleus. By the same
token, MITEs may commonly interact with a pro-
tein that is found at MARs while other elements that
show a gene-specific preference might interact with
specific euchromatin proteins. In this regard, many
transposable elements in eukaryotes show preferences
for insertion into promoter regions of genes, areas that
are both very open and associated with a large number
of expression-specific proteins.

In situ hybridization analyses have shown that
many highly repetitive DNAs show extensive bias for
one part of the genome versus another [32, 87, 94, 96,
101, 108]. Some of these repetitive DNAs have been
shown to be LTR-retrotransposons. In the sugar beet,
Heslop-Harrison and coworkers have found that some
highly repetitive LTR-retrotransposons are scattered
throughout the genome, but preferentially associate
with heterochromatin near centromeres [108]. Oth-
ers have seen elements that are highly biased toward
centromeres or other heterochromatic regions in other
species [87, 94, 96, 101]. Edwards and coworkers
demonstrated that the highly repetitive IRPs found in
the maizeadh1 region were interspersed throughout
the chromosome arms, but some were notably defi-
cient in centromeric heterochromatin, knobs and the
nucleolar organizer [32]. Hence, different interspersed
highly repetitive elements show different biases for
insertion and/or accumulation, perhaps caused by dif-
ferences in the types of heterochromatin (e.g. protein
composition) in those different locations.

Elegant genetic studies with theAc/Dssystem in-
dicated a preferential transposition of this element
family to linked sites in the genome, providing in-
sertions at unlinked sites in only about one half of
the transposition events [48]. Transposable elements
in all organisms tend to show some biases for par-
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ticular regions within any given gene (promoters are
commonly hot spots for insertion). Some also show
some sequence bias, like the preferred TAA insertion
site target ofTourist[121], although the biases may be
subtle [9].

Transposable element arrangements in plant
genomes

With the numerous different levels and degrees of
specificity/bias for insertion or accumulation of differ-
ent transposable elements, a plant genome can arrive at
many different arrangements of elements. Moreover,
different regions of a genome are likely to have very
different arrangements. Centromeric heterochromatin,
for instance, has few if any genes but many classes of
repetitive DNA. We expect that most of these repet-
itive DNAs will be mobile (and far outnumber the
centromeric repeats [56]). Moreover, the exceptional
instability of transposable elements (see below) in-
dicates that they will rapidly rearrange, so that the
arrangement of elements in a genome may be very
different in a lineage with recent transposable activity
compared to one where most of the activity occurred
millions of years ago.

Even now, our most comprehensive understanding
of the organization of repetitive sequences comes from
DNA renaturation studies that were initiated about 30
years ago. These experiments indicated that large plant
genomes were largely composed of repetitive DNA,
and that most of this repetitive DNA was interspersed
with genes [40]. Only recently has it been shown
that most of these interspersed repetitive DNAs are
mobile DNAs, mainly LTR-retrotransposons [8, 45,
104, 106, 111]. In maize, one study now indicates
that these elements are mainly arrayed as blocks of
nested LTR-retrotransposons, intermixed with genic
blocks of one to a few genes each [106]. However,
only two other fairly large segments (>50 kb) of com-
plex plant genomes have been sequenced, and these
regions were notable for exceptionally high gene den-
sities. In these two cases, a 22 kDa zein gene cluster
of maize [69] and the region around themlo locus
of barley [91], only a few LTR-retrotransposons were
found, arranged as intact or highly rearranged singlets.
In all of these large regions of genomic sequence,
LTR-retrotransposons made up the greatest quantity
of interspersed repetitive DNA, although MITEs were
more numerous.

The most extensive characterization to date of
plant genome organization comes from the ongo-
ing sequencing of theArabidopsisgenome. In the
genic parts of the Arabidopsis genome, the stan-
dard patterns observed are rare interspersed repet-
itive DNAs, the largest being retroelements found
about once every 200 kb [15]. Because solo LTRs
from LTR-retrotransposons have few distinguishing
features, they would usually be missed by sequence
analyses unless an intact element or other solo LTR
of the same family had been sequenced elsewhere.
Solo LTRs are a common outcome of unequal recom-
bination between the two directly repeated LTRs of a
single element. In yeast, which has a very high recom-
bination rate per kb of DNA, solo LTRs far outnumber
intact elements. Hence, it is possible that a great deal
of the DNA between genes inArabidopsisis made up
of unidentified solo LTRs. In general, though, it is
clear that most of theArabidopsisgenome is free of
large repetitive DNAs. In fact, the anomalously small
genome ofArabidopsisserved as part of the justifica-
tion for its choice as a model plant species. Hence, we
probably should not look toArabidopsisas a model for
the more typical (and more complex) plant genomes.

Given that we know so little about the linear
arrangement of sequences within any complex plant
genome, it is not surprising that we know even less
about the three-dimensional organization of repetitive
and genic DNAs. From gel blot hybridization analyses
conducted mostly in the 1980s, it is clear that most
highly repetitive DNAs in plants are cytosine methy-
lated in most or all tissues, at the sequences 5′-CG-3′
and 5′-CNG-3′ [12]. Because DNA methylation of
this type usually correlates with genetic inactivity, it
is likely that these repeats (which we now know are
mostly LTR-retrotransposons in large-genome mono-
cots) are in condensed and heterochromatic structures.

The nuclear matrix is a proteinaceous structure that
is believed to be responsible for the regulated folding
of chromatin in the interphase nucleus of all eukary-
otes. Particular eukaryotic DNA sequences, called
matrix attachment regions (MARs), exhibit specific
high-affinity binding to the matrix. It is thought that
two MARs flanking a chromosomal region will define
a physically isolated loop, providing insulation from
the chromatin structure and genetic functions in any
adjacent loop [3, 44]. Analysis of MARs in theadh1
region of maize indicates that they usually flank each
gene, often separating a gene from an adjacent LTR-
retrotransposon block [2]. The MARs may serve as
insulator elements that prevent a spreading of the inac-
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tivated/methylated state of the retroelement block into
adjacent genes.

In summary, we can conclude that different plant
genomes have different compositions and arrange-
ments of their repetitive and genic DNAs. Small plant
genomes have fairly few repetitive DNAs, and most
of these are found in large blocks (e.g. satellites [95],
centromeres [56], telomeres [103], and centromere-
associated regions). Larger plant genomes have mostly
interspersed repetitive DNAs [40]. Some of these
repetitive DNAs are interspersed with genes, but much
of it is intermixed primarily with other repeats in
centromere-associated regions [108]. Most of this in-
terspersed repetitive DNA (at least in monocots) is
composed of LTR-retrotransposons. Some of the intact
and/or fragmented LTR-retrotransposons are associ-
ated with genes, but most are in intergenic blocks that
are methylated and presumably heterochromatic. In
grasses, large DNA transposable elements are fairly
rare and will often be found in or near genes, as will
the more numerous MITEs. The structure of the in-
tergenic LTR-retrotransposons (IRPs) blocks may be
a nested one like that seen in maize [106], or could
be a more complex arrangement of tandemly ampli-
fied or otherwise rearranged elements. Although the
same types of elements will be found in different plant
species, the specific families will largely be distinctive
to a genus [8, 39, 45, 65, 76, 115] and some types
may predominate in some species, while others are
more abundant in another (e.g. LTR-retrotransposons
in yeast versus LINEs in man). However, there is still
a lot to be discovered in this area. In fact, we can
conclude that we still do not really know the rules of
arrangement for any plant genome (perhaps other than
Arabidopsis), and we have little idea of what the nature
of most of the exceptional regions will be.

Transposable element activities

Plant transposable elements have a range of possible
activities, all of them associated with possible alter-
ations in genome and/or gene structure and function.
Chromosome breakage, chromosomal rearrangement,
insertional mutation, altered gene regulation and se-
quence amplification are all identified outcomes of the
transpositional and/or recombinational potential of all
of the retrotransposon types.

Transposable elements were originally perceived
because of their ability to rearrange genes and
genomes [33, 81, 82]. McClintock first character-

izedDs as an element that could break chromosomes,
thereby serving to ‘Dissociate’ the acentric fragment
from the rest of the chromatid [81]. Chromosome-
breakingDselements have a structure indicative of an
element that has inserted into itself, thereby creating a
complex element with three or more ends [30, 36]. It
is believed that the inability of the transposase to prop-
erly recognize, mobilize and/or repair an attempted
excision/transposition of such a ‘doubleDs’ element
leads to the breakage [36, 118].

Transposable elements now are best known for
their transposition, wherein an element moves from
one place in the genome to another in a homology-
independent manner. All transposable elements man-
age to increase their copy number via this transpo-
sition process.Ac elements excise directly after or
during the time that a DNA replication fork goes
through an element, and then the excised element pref-
erentially transposes to a site that has not yet replicated
in that S phase [49]. Hence, this creates three copies
of Ac (one on the replicated non-participating donor
chromatid, two on the replicated target chromatids)
at the end of S phase, where replication alone would
have only led to two of the replicated copies of the
original chromosome. Many other DNA transposable
elements, likeMutatorof maize, transpose much more
commonly than they appear to excise [9]. This is prob-
ably because the excised element donor site is repaired
using the other chromosome or chromatid that has not
undergone the excision as a template, as has been
shown for bacterial elements, Tc1 of nematodes and
P elements ofDrosophila [4, 35, 98]. Retroelements
do not excise at all during transposition, instead us-
ing their transcripts as a template to make additional
integration-competent DNA copies.

Transposition of an element into a gene will of-
ten lead to inactivation of that locus. Because DNA
transposable elements can sometimes excise during
somatic or gametophytic development, they are of-
ten associated with alleles that are highly unstable or
‘mutable’ in plants. The simplest form of mutability
is exact reversion to wild type. However, reversion
events often leave behind sequences, sometimes in-
cluding the flanking direct target repeats that were
generated upon insertion, a small segment of the ele-
ment, and/or a few bases of sequences generated either
by illegitimate conversion or other forms of repair of
the excision site [30, 93]. Other excision events may
be associated with small deletions of DNA (usually
from one end) of the target site [67]. Hence, mutations
caused by transposable elements in individual genes
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include both insertions of the elements, and subse-
quent sequence changes associated with later rounds
of excision.

Transposable elements also appear to change their
own structure much faster than do genic sequences
within the same genome. Deletions and other internal
rearrangements are common, perhaps as an outcome
of failed transposition events [85]. IRPs primarily tar-
get insertions into the LTRs of other IRPs, thereby
presumably inactivating the target IRP [106]. Beyond
these self-mutagenic activities, one might imagine that
genomes have evolved ways to degrade or otherwise
remove these potentially hypermutagenic agents. In
the adh1 region of maize, it has been observed that
the elements have an approximately threefold higher
than normal ratio of transition to transversion mu-
tations [105]. This could be due to the extensive
5-methylation of cytosines in these elements. Chro-
mosomal 5-methylcytosine has been shown to be a
hot spot for transition (C-to-T) mutations, proba-
bly due both to an increased rate of deamination in
5-methylcytosine and to the fact that deaminated 5-
methylcytosine is identical to thymidine [24]. Hence,
cytosine methylation may assist both in transcriptional
silencing and in sequence decay of the IRPs.

Transposable elements carry with them regulatory
sequences that can alter the expression of adjacent
loci. At the simplest level, an insertion of such an
element into a promoter of a gene can bring that
gene’s regulation under the control of the transpos-
able element [74, 75]. Some DNA elements have
terminal sequences that allow them to act as introns
under some circumstances [61, 119, 120], and the
binding of transposase to such elements can lead to
a transposase-dependent suppression of gene activity
[75].

Finally, some transposable elements can amplify
DNA sequences from other parts of the genome.
The action of the reverse transcriptase complex from
retroelements can potentially turn any RNA (with a
fortuitous primer source) into a DNA that can be inte-
grated into the genome. Hence,trans-acting retroele-
ment functions can convert a tRNA into a SINE or
an mRNA into an intronless pseudogene [31, 70, 71].
Other elements, notablyMutator [13, 110] andBs1
[19, 58, 90] of maize, have taken up portions of
other sequences (e.g. genes) within the elements them-
selves. Transposition then amplifies these acquired
segments along with the rest of the element, thereby
leading to a more complex genome.

Transposable element regulation in plants

Like all other expressed sequences in eukaryotes,
transposable elements are differentially active in dif-
ferent tissues, at different times in development,
and/or under different induction regimes. For instance,
some LTR-retrotransposons are most active during
male gametophytic development [113] or in root tis-
sues [100], and many are induced by abiotic and/or
biotic stresses [52, 81, 86, 97, 99, 116]. Various re-
views exhaustively discuss this subject [46, 63, 65].
The degree to which any transposable element can or
will rearrange a gene or genome will depend on its
level of activity and whether these activities occur in
tissues that contribute to the next generation. How-
ever, from an evolutionary perspective, transposable
elements show two types of control that have not been
associated with the regulation of most plant genes.
The first of these is a possible tendency toward self-
inactivation and the second is a host-determined (or, at
least, host-assisted) process of epigenetic silencing.

Whether viewed as parasitic/selfish DNAs or as
mobile elements with some possible beneficial role, it
is clear that a very high level of transposable element
activity can be deleterious to individuals, presumably
due to both genic and chromosomal mutations [60].
It is not surprising, then, that most transposable ele-
ments are usually inactive in any given individual or
population. Part of this inactivity is due to the fact
that most transposable elements within a genome are
defective. For instance, most maize lines have zero
or one active (or potentially active)Ac element, but
a few hundredDs elements [30, 64]. Many LTR-
retrotransposons in a plant appear to be defective as
well, existing as solo LTRs or with internal deletions,
rearrangements, and/or replacements [55, 58]. This
predominance of defective elements is partly due to
the self-mutagenic properties of the DNA elements
[64, 85], but is also likely to be associated with an
intrinsic higher mutation rate of cytosine-methylated
DNA [105].

Even in plant genomes that have structurally com-
plete (e.g. autonomous) transposable elements, activ-
ity is often lacking. This deficiency is associated with
5-methylation of cytosines within the elements, in the
sequences 5′-CG-3′ and 5′-CNG-3′ [7, 9, 12, 27, 117].
Methylation-associated inactivation of DNA transpos-
able elements has been extensively studied with the
Mutator system of maize, where the methylated nu-
cleotides are largely delimited to the elements and the
inactivation appears to be induced by high transpos-
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able element copy numbers and/or activity [9]. This
epigenetic modification is associated with inactivation,
as confirmed by the loss of the 5-methylation of cy-
tosines in elements that have been reactivated [116].
By analogy with large methylated and heterochro-
matic blocks of plant genomic DNA, it is likely that
transposable element methylation is associated with
an inactive state of the chromatin, although it is not
clear whether the methylation or chromatin alteration
occurs first.

The precise mechanism(s) of this epigenetic reg-
ulation of transposable elements remain(s) unclear,
but the phenomenon does have similarities with the
homology-based silencing that has been observed with
plant transgenes [77, 79]. In fact, it is highly likely
that the transgene silencing process is a secondary
outcome of an evolved plant mechanism for the inac-
tivation of plant viruses and transposable elements.

Wide crosses can reactivate silenced transposable
elements inDrosophila[60], and a large amplification
of genome size associated with a wide cross has also
been observed in wallabies [88]. Apparently, a subtle
regulatory incompatibility of these otherwise balanced
genomes leads to a transient loss of the inactivational
status quo. Chromosome breakage has also been ob-
served to activate quiescent transposable elements [81,
86, 116], possibly by causing extensive DNA repair
that overwhelms the capacities of maintenance DNA
methylases and/or heterochromatin assembly factors.
LTR-retrotransposons in plants are known to be ac-
tivated by pathogen infection or wounding of tissues
(e.g. insect feeding) and by the release of cell wall
fragments during the generation of protoplasts [8, 45,
52, 99].Ac elements can also be activated by passage
through tissue culture [97]. All of these reactivations
can be lumped under the general context of stress
activation.

McClintock viewed stress activation as a clue to
the central role for plant transposable elements [86].
McClintock felt that induction of these elements un-
der severe stress could lead to a very large number of
new mutations, with a slight chance that one multiply-
mutated individual would then survive a stress so
severe that all unmutated individuals in the popula-
tion or species would perish. However, it is hard to
see how such a massive mutation capability would be
retained over many generations unless there was fairly
common selection for its use. Moreover, the occa-
sional success of this process would presumably give
rise to species that, although closely related, differed
tremendously in genome organization and possibly

functioning gene content. Comparative map analysis
in plants, particularly in the grasses, suggests a great
deal of conservation of gene content and order [41].
In addition, using a traditional analogy for mutation, it
is reasonable to conceive that driving a nail through a
functioning watch could very rarely create a superior
watch, but it seems impossible that driving hundreds
of nails through a watch would ever make it better,
unless one had trillions of watches.

A simpler model for transposable element activa-
tion posits a possible selfish or parasitic origin [28,
89]. It is not unusual for known viral parasites to
exist within a prokaryotic or eukaryotic genome in a
relatively benign state, managing to survive by repli-
cating passively with the host DNA. However, these
viruses can be activated by a stress (e.g. starvation)
that indicates their host’s survival is in doubt. Then the
integrated virus becomes active, making new copies
that can find and infect a new host. Plant transposable
elements share this stress activation potential, per-
haps because they can occasionally undergo horizontal
transfer. A wide cross could create an opportunity
for transfer to another species, in some cases where
the chromosomes that carried the element are not
maintained [1]. In particular, the activation of some
LTR-retrotransposons by insect feeding or pathogen
infection makes very good sense from a retroviral per-
spective, as this type of tissue stress suggests that a
vector for horizontal transfer to another individual or
species is present.

Transposable elements and the evolution of
genome structure/function

From a quantitative perspective, it is easy to see that
transposable elements are the most significant fac-
tors in determining the structure of a complex plant
genome. In many cases, they make up the majority
of such a genome [40, 104]. Equally important, every
aspect of their life cycle has the potential for alteration
of genome structure and adjacent gene function.

Although the chromosome-breakingDs elements
are rare, their potential to rearrange the genome is ex-
ceptional. Any time a chromosome breaks, this leads
to an abnormal (‘sticky’) chromosome end that either
must be repaired by telomerase or will fuse with any
other broken chromosome end. Usually this leads to
a breakage-fusion-bridge cycle, if the fusion is either
to the sister chromatid or any other broken chromo-
some in the same nucleus [80]. However, if the broken
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end is repaired by fusion with an acentric fragment
from another chromosome, then this gives rise to a
stable translocation. Other breakage and fusion events
could generate inversions, deletions and duplications,
all events seen to originate at aDs site [84]. These
types of rearrangements will give rise to unbalanced
gametes in heterozygotes, thereby leading to a loss of
fertility. Individuals that are heterozygous for a hand-
ful of large rearrangements (e.g. full-arm inversions
and translocations) will be essentially sterile, yielding
two parents that can now found separate species. In
general, any activity that frequently breaks chromo-
somes will lead to large DNA rearrangements, and
transposable elements can be a substantial source of
such breakage.

In yeast, the various Ty retroelements can act as
agents of genome rearrangement primarily because
they serve as sources of homology for ectopic (or
unequal) recombination. Unequal recombination be-
tween directly repeated elements at adjacent sites will
give rise to reciprocal duplications and deletions of
the DNA between the two elements, while unequal
exchange between elements in opposite orientations
will yield an inversion of the DNA between the el-
ements. Similar ectopic exchange between elements
on different chromosomes can give rise to reciprocal
translocation. All of these rearrangements, and more
complex events requiring more than one ectopic re-
combination event, have been observed in yeast [124].
In Drosophila, such unequal recombination events
have also been observed, both between the two LTRs
of an LTR-retrotransposon to give a solo LTR and be-
tween two distant transposable elements [68]. Such
an unequal recombination was the source of the first
gene duplication event ever reported, generating the
Bar eye phenotype inDrosophila[109, 112]. In plants,
as in other eukaryotes, most recombination is limited
to genes [29, 127], so this should limit ectopic recom-
bination between most transposable elements. The
IRPs, in particular, usually appear to be locked away
in methylated and heterochromatic blocks that may
undergo very little equal or unequal recombination.
However, these blocks must have some recombination
activity, as they can have a few solo LTRs [106]. These
can only have been created by unequal recombination.
However, only two out of over twenty elements have
generated solo LTRs in the last several million years
in the adh1 region of maize [105], suggesting that
recombination of any type is very rare within these
blocks.

An obvious outcome of transposable element ac-
tivity is the amplification of genome size. Current
evidence suggests that these elements will make up
the majority of complex plant nuclear genomes [8, 11,
45, 104]. In at least some cases, possible mechanisms
that could reduce these elements’ quantitative con-
tribution to complex plant genomes may be missing
or unable to seriously compete with frequent amplifi-
cations [11]. Depending on the specificities of these
elements, they could lead to larger genes (for ele-
ments that often insert into introns or near 3′ or 5′
ends of genes) or to large blocks of heterochromatin
(for IRPs and other elements that avoid genes). The
placements of these heterochromatic blocks in a given
species might depend on the biases of the elements
themselves. For instance, some elements may prefer-
entially insert into centromeric heterochromatin [108]
and avoid intergenic regions, while another species
might predominantly have IRPs that prefer intergenic
regions but avoid centromeric heterochromatin [32].
Somewhat surprisingly, wide variations in genome
size are not correlated with any catastrophic changes
in the biology or fitness of a host. However, to what-
ever degree overall genome size and heterochromatin
content/placement affects gene or genome function [5,
16, 102], amplified transposable elements are likely to
be a common underlying cause.

Partly because of their ability to acquire segments
of the genome (including genes) [13, 58, 110] and
move them to new locations, transposable elements
can increase gene copy numbers. Usually these genes
would be highly fragmented, but they could provide
segments that might be assembled into new compos-
ite genes. This model for the assembly of new genes
from individual domains of different genes has a long
history, including as a possible explanation for the ex-
istence of introns as a way of resolving the initially
sloppy linkages at the borders of the assembled do-
mains [42]. The ability of some plant transposable
elements to act as fairly good introns [61, 119, 120]
provides reasonable support for this argument. How-
ever, only one known plant intron in a ‘wild type’
allele has the obvious legacies of a transposable ele-
ment origin [43], so gene creations of this type must
have mostly occurred in the distant past, if they have
occurred at all. A second route to increasing gene
number would be by two adjacent transposable ele-
ments acquiring and transposing the DNA between
them. This is the likely origin of many bacterial trans-
posons, from the acquisition of a conditionally useful
gene (e.g. heavy-metal or antibiotic resistance) by two
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insertion sequences (IS elements) of the same fam-
ily. Although this has not been seen in plants yet,
it would be theoretically possible either via a coor-
dinated transposition of two adjacent elements or by
their movement of the intervening gene(s) by ectopic
recombination [124].

The centromeric regions of all species of grasses
that have been examined contain conserved retrotrans-
posons [87, 101], a surprising result when one con-
siders that these elements usually are not conserved
enough outside of their genus to be identified by cross-
hybridization [8]. The simplest interpretation of this
exceptional conservation of retrotransposons in cen-
tromeric regions is that they are performing a function
important to chromosome segregation [87, 101]. Al-
though this may seem a surprising possibility, it has
long been known that large regions of heterochromatic
DNA can serve as partly functional centromeres in
plants and other species [128]. Once a retrotransposon
arrives in a centromeric region, there is no obvious
reason why natural selection would not act on such
a sequence if random mutations within it somehow al-
lowed it to assist, or replace, the ancestral centromeric
sequences. In this same way, particularDrosophila
retrotransposons have apparently replaced the require-
ments for a telomerase gene and the standard type of
eukaryotic telomeres [92].

The Avramova lab has recently observed that some
MITEs can act as MARs, at least as determined by the
in vitro matrix binding assay [2, 3]. Although these
MARs differ in their matrix-binding activity, and some
may be conditional/regulatedin vivo, it is somewhat
disconcerting to think that a property as basic as the
folding of a genome could be determined by mobile
DNAs. However, the preferential insertion of MITEs
near MARs [3] would minimize any disruptive effect.

In summary, transposable elements make up much
of the DNA of many genomes [8, 32, 104], and
blocks of these repeats comprise major components
of cytogenetic features such as centromere-associated
heterochromatin. Whether through their transposi-
tion, unequal recombination or associated chromo-
some breakage, these elements can and do rearrange
plant genomes (Table 1). Although most of a plant’s
transposable elements are inactive at any given time,
due to both epigenetic regulation and their propen-
sity to acquire defective forms, occasional activity can
have enormous effects. Although the breakpoints of
large chromosomal rearrangements such as inversions
and translocations have not been characterized yet in
plants, it is likely that some of them will be associated

with transposable elements. Gene numbers, structures,
and patterns of interspersion with other sequences will
all be determined (at least in part) by transposable el-
ements. The degree to which transposable elements
are responsible for the various aspects of chromosome
structure and evolution will depend on the number and
predominant types of elements that are present, and
these two characteristics can differ significantly be-
tween even closely related plant species [38, 63, 76,
114, 115].

Transposable elements and gene evolution

There does not appear to be any limitation to the ways
in which transposable elements can affect the structure
and evolution of individual genes. As described above,
they have the potential to increase gene numbers and
create new genes by serving as modules for transposi-
tion and unequal exchange [31, 42, 58, 70, 112, 124].
Some plant transposable elements can serve as vari-
ably functional introns [43, 119, 120], although the
mostly conserved positions of introns in distantly re-
lated eukaryotes (e.g. plants and animals) suggests that
such generations of retained new introns are not com-
mon. The insertion of a transposable element into a
gene obviously provides the raw material for possible
use of those sequences for a new protein-coding poten-
tial [65, 72, 121]. In maize, over 50% of genes have a
segment of a transposable element (often a MITE or an
LTR-retrotransposon fragment) within their promoters
and/or transcribed regions, and this number will grow
as genomic sequence databases become more com-
plete [111, 121]. We have little or no evidence that
an improved gene function has evolved in this way
for any plant gene, though, perhaps because of the
large size of the these elements and an initial selec-
tion against a likely inactivated allele. However, when
a DNA transposable element excises, it often leaves
behind a ‘footprint’ of sequences that may include the
flanking target direct repeat [30, 64, 93]. These kinds
of adjacent short repeats are commonly found within
plant genes, including in the coding portions, suggest-
ing that the composition of a gene can be slowly built
up by cycles of insertion and excision [30]. However,
unequal recombination and replication slippage could
also give rise to this kind of sequence pattern within a
gene. Deletions or acquisition of apparently unrelated
sequences at the donor site associated with transpos-
able element excision would also give rise to an altered
sequence within a gene [67, 93].
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Table 1. Genome alterations that can be caused by transposable elements.

Element activity Outcome Likelihood

Transposition Increased element copy number Almost always

Transposition Increased genome size Can be common and substantial with LTR-retrotrans-
posons

Transposition Large cytogenetic structures Highly amplified elements are a major component of
some heterochromatic blocks

Transposition Create intronless pseudogenes Rare in plants

Transposition Move genes or segments to new sites, amplifying
region

Frequency unknown in plants

Transposition Create new chromosome folding patterns Possible with MITEs acting as MARs

Transposition Horizontal gene transfer Not proven in plants

Chromosome breakage Chromosomal rearrangements (inversions, duplica-
tions, translocations, deletions)

Rare class of element, but all of these events can occur
at insertion sites of DNA elements

Ectopic recombination Chromosomal rearrangements, as above, but more
likely with nearby elements, hence a bias for smallish
duplication/deletion

May be relatively frequent, but the nature of such
rearrangements has not been well studied in plants

Perhaps the most likely outcome of a transposable
element interaction with a gene, other than inser-
tional inactivation, is the acquisition of new regulatory
potential by that gene. Many transposable elements
prefer to insert into or near genes, while MITEs and
other elements appear to have an even stronger bias
for the regulatory regions that are often 5′ to a gene
[3, 111]. Because many transposable elements are
transcribed themselves, they often carry their own pro-
moter elements, with their own regulatory regimes.
Insertions in plant gene regulatory elements can give
rise to new tissue specificities for the affected locus
[20, 47] and/or place the gene under the control of epi-
genetic regulation that is directed at the element [47,
74]. The paramutational phenomena associated with
some maize genes [54] often may have its epigenetic
nature associated with regulatory elements acquired
from epigenetically inactivated transposable elements
[73, 78].

When a transposable element or any other se-
quence is inserted into a promoter region, natural
selection will act on how the gene does or does not
utilize those sequences. Investigations of plant gene
sequences indicates that many promoters have frag-
ments of transposable elements in them, often at sites
that have been found to be bound by proteins that regu-
late the gene’s expression [65, 121, 122]. It is entirely
possible that all plant genes have promoters that are
descended from transposable element contributions.

In these numerous ways, transposable elements
can influence the evolution of structure and regulation

in any gene (Table 2). As with alterations in over-
all genome structure, the types and frequencies of
change observed in genes are a function of the pre-
dominant types, abundances, and levels of activity of
any particular element within a plant genome. DNA
transposable elements and some low-copy-number
retroelements have insertion specificities suggesting
that they will be the most frequent contributors to
genic evolution. Given the propensity of IRPs to re-
side in apparently inactive portions of the genome, it
is likely that these elements contribute relatively little
to gene evolution or the evolution of new/altered bio-
logical capabilities. Elements that prefer to insert near
genes, particularly near their promoters, should be the
most likely to have major biological effects by altering
gene regulation.

Viewing the genome as an ecosystem

Plant genomes, even exceptionally simple versions
like that of Arabidopsis[15, 51], are complex struc-
tures. The ability to replicate is essential to the survival
of any sequence within a genome. The ability of all
transposable elements to increase their copy number
within a genome by transposition should be a se-
lectable attribute. Those elements that make the most
new copies will have the most similar progeny el-
ements, which can then make additional copies. In
addition, some studies in bacteria and yeast suggest
that populations with functioning transposable ele-
ments will generally out-compete populations lacking
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Table 2. Alterations in genes that can be caused by transposable elements.

Element activity Outcome Likelihood

Transposition Gene inactivation via insertion Common with low-copy-number elements

Transposition Creation of new sequences within a gene that can
serve as raw material for the evolution of new gene
functions

Common with low-copy-number elements

Transposition Altered gene regulation Exceedingly common, with all elements that mainly
insert in or near genes

Transposition Creation of a new intron in a gene Theoretically possible, but no evidence for common
occurrence in current genes

Transposition Assembly of a new gene from components carried by
an element or elements

Possible origin for many (most?) genes, but no proof,
although some elements do carry other gene domains

Excision Small changes in local sequence, often legacies
of direct target duplication or other small inser-
tions/deletions

Common with some active DNA elements

these active factors [123]. Running counter to this
trend are the possible negative effects that huge copy
numbers of these elements within a genome might cre-
ate, like possible disadvantages of a large genome size
[11, 16] or high levels of mutation [60]. All of these
criteria could describe the action of a parasitic or self-
ish DNA [28, 89]. Like most coevolved parasite-host
interactions, minimization of the negative aspects of
the interaction are of value both to the host and the par-
asite. Hence, one can view the plant nuclear genome as
an ecosystem, where the mobile DNAs are commonly
the most abundant feature [104].

High-copy-number transposable elements have ap-
parently managed to avoid too much of a detrimental
effect on their host genomes by integrating into pri-
marily inactive parts of the genome. Their transmis-
sion to subsequent generations is assured by their high
copy number and by their dispersal onto several chro-
mosomes. IRPs may preferentially target other IRP
LTRs as a way of inactivating the target IRP (hence,
decreasing its ability to compete with them). In addi-
tion, an IRP inserted into the LTR of another IRP will
acquire access to the enhancers and other promoter
elements of the targeted element.

Low-copy-number transposable elements are less
likely to be transmitted to the next generation by
chance. In fact, if they are mutagenic in nature, then
progeny segregating for loci containing or not contain-
ing a transposable element insertion will often exhibit
preferential survival of individuals without the ele-
ment. For a low-copy-number element, insertion into
a genetically active part of the genome would pro-
vide the opportunity to retain activity, including the

potential to transpose again and thereby make new
copies. Elements of this type might be most effective
if they target active regions without actually inserting
into the relatively non-malleable components of genes
(like the regions that encode the protein). MITEs, for
instance, appear to have a bias toward insertion near
MARs, thereby making it less likely that they would
fully inactivate a gene. Having a structure similar to
that of a MAR, and a high potential for evolution into
a MAR, may make MITEs less detrimental even if
they do insert in a way that could inactivate MAR
function. Similarly, preferential insertion into a pro-
moter by a transposable element that carries promoter
functions will often lead to a gene with a largely re-
tained function, although with some possible change
in regulation.

In general, it seems appropriate to view the effects
of transposable elements both from the perspective of
the host and of the element. Their ability to amplify
via transposition guarantees that mobile DNAs will
be selected for that activity, and they should compete
with other transposable element individuals, fami-
lies and types for presumably finite genomic space
and resources. Different plant species have different
populations of these transposable elements, differ-
ent exposures to activating stresses, possibly different
sets (or efficiencies) of processes to inactivate and/or
remove these element, and conceivably different con-
straints on how much the effects of these elements can
be tolerated. Hence, one expects different outcomes
regarding the abundance, arrangement and genetic
contributions of these elements. This great variability
is exactly what is observed, even in closely related
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plant species [6, 11, 111]. Like any other DNA within
a heritable genome, plant transposable elements can
provide a substrate for selection of superior host fit-
ness. Hence, a transposable element that consistently
increases telomere length can remove the requirement
for telomerase inDrosophila[92], segments of trans-
posable elements can become the regulatory promoter
elements of a gene [65, 121, 122] or possibly a con-
served component of centromere function [87, 101].
Use and/or removal of transposable elements by a host
may be a relatively slow process, however, compared
to their selfish/parasitic amplification and dispersal.

Unanswered questions

In some genomes with a recent history of active trans-
posable elements, most variation in genome struc-
ture will be due to transposable elements. In other
species, transposable elements may be few, almost
exclusively defective, or efficiently down-regulated.
In these cases, variation in genome structure may be
mainly generated by other extrinsic or intrinsic activi-
ties, such as radiation-induced chromosome breakage
or the natural properties of DNA replication and re-
pair enzymes. In complex plant genomes, if for no
other reason than the abundance of these elements,
it seems likely that the latter scenario will be rare.
However, much further experimentation is needed to
see both what genetic changes have occurred in plants,
and what are the responsible factors. To date, we have
investigated relatively few plant species, and most in-
vestigations have been at the level of individual gene
structures. Analyses of genome organization across
contiguous multigenic segments will be more valuable
[15, 69, 91, 106], particularly if they are compara-
ble across species [3, 111]. Analyses of the junction
points of chromosomal rearrangements would be very
informative, especially if the frequent types and lo-
cations of such rearrangements differed in closely
related species. Study of the breakpoint(s) of a recent
chromosomal rearrangement would be most likely to
yield information on the cause(s) of the rearrangement
before they are obscured by subsequent events.

A second unanswered question is the nature(s) of
transposable element origins within a species. Are the
very abundant elements in some plants derived from
low-copy-number elements that have been within the
species for a very long time, but amplified during
one stage of the evolutionary history of the organism?
If so, then why were only some elements amplified

and not others? Or were they transmitted horizon-
tally, perhaps as viruses or during a wide cross? An
important related question is why are transposable
elements much more abundant in one species than
in another? Do some species have particularly good
mechanisms for shutting down and/or removing some
or all transposable elements? Perhaps Arabidopsis is
exceptionally effective in homology-based silencing
[77, 79]. Or maybeArabidopsishas such high ho-
mologous recombination rates per kb of DNA that
it has turned most of its LTR-retrotransposons into
now unrecognized solo LTRs? Alternatively, perhaps
the difference is in exposure to transposable element
amplifying conditions. If many of these transposable
elements came via a horizontal route, then maybe
Arabidopsishas not lived under circumstances where
wide crosses, germline insect feeding, etc. have pro-
vided elements that could amplify greatly. Although
all plant species, includingArabidopsis, have many
different families of transposable elements, only a
few of these transposable element families appear to
have the competence to amplify into the tens or hun-
dreds of thousands. In general, the plants with the
largest genomes tend to have LTR-retrotransposons
with the highest copy numbers per genome [8, 45].
Maize, for instance, has thousands of families of LTR-
retrotransposons, yet only a half dozen of these have
amplified up to tens of thousands of copies per nucleus
[104]. PerhapsArabidopsishas not been exposed to
the thousand or so families of LTR-retrotransposons
that would be required to find one that can amplify
to such high copy numbers and thereby create a large
genome. Plants also have differed in the degree to
which they are exposed to environmental stresses, and
this could create different frequencies and levels of
reactivation of quiescent elements into an amplifying
state.

A third important question is the nature of the
insertion and amplification specificities that we ob-
serve for different transposable elements. Although
some low-copy-number LTR-retrotransposons can in-
sert into genes, perhaps preferentially, the high-copy-
number IRPs appear to avoid genic insertions. Yet,
at a DNA sequence/structure level, we cannot distin-
guish between IRPs and other LTR-retrotransposons.
Although it is likely that the insertion specificities
are associated with recognition of particular chromatin
proteins and/or structures, we can only guess what
these targeting features may be. Moreover, the pri-
mary sequence of an LTR-retrotransposon does not
currently indicate to the investigator whether it can
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amplify to tens of thousands of copies per nucleus or
not. It is not clear, in fact, whether transposable ele-
ments do differ in amplification potential, or if chance
alone determines whether a particular element family
will amplify to make up a large portion of a genome.

A fourth important question concerns how often
and for how long these elements are active. It is likely
that this question will have very different answers
for different transposable elements and in different
species, but we currently have no precise answer to
this question in any plant species or for any element.

Because some of these elements are active even
when transferred to other species by transformation,
we can begin to investigate many of these questions
in detail. Equally important, we need to characterize
the actual ground state of current plant genomes; what
do they contain, how is it arranged, and how has it
changed? Only inArabidopsisdo we have a serious
beginning to a significant understanding of the nature
of a plant genome, and the unusually small size of the
Arabidopsisgenome guarantees that its structure will
be at least somewhat anomalous.

Conclusions

Transposable elements constitute large portions of
many plant genomes, and are potentially hyperac-
tive in changing genes and genomes in all plants.
Overall genome structure can be changed by trans-
posable element action, including such changes as
large inversions and translocations that can contribute
to reproductive isolation and subsequent speciation.
Individual genes are also impacted by transposable
elements, particularly as a source of potential regu-
latory elements. Transposable elements appear to be
the major determinant of genome size in at least some
species. However, for all of the other possible con-
tributions of transposable elements to genome and
gene structure and evolution, we lack any compre-
hensive understanding of the frequency and primary
types of these contributions in any plant. Additional
experimentation is needed to determine exactly how
transposable elements actually have contributed to the
evolution of particular genomes, and plant genomes in
general. Comprehensive analyses of genome structure
and transgenic studies of identified elements will pro-
vide the tools for these investigations. If recent history
is any indication, the results will be both surprising
and tremendously informative.
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